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Most of them slip by us unnoticed, overlooked, and will never be the protagonists of epic stories. Steps for
Writing a Hero Essay The first thing you want to do is choose your hero. Because of his commitment to
justice, he refuses to kill or harm anyone, including his nemeses, and commits acts of selflessness without pay
or other incentives. This is a vivid example of false, erroneous heroism, since no ghostly goal is worth a drop
of innocent blood spilled. For example, an individual that saves from drowning or snatches a child from a
burning house, at the risk of their own life, is it not an example of true heroism? His philosophy of life is
based on love, loyalty, and respect, but he does not talk or think about. These serve as examples to back up
your point. In cases when potential saviors do not have enough knowledge or bodily power which sometimes
makes up the distinction between a hero and a non-hero , they are not so expected to assist. One way to make
yours stand out is to choose to write about someone unexpected. Whether this is a quote, anecdote or statistic,
be sure your hook draws readers in and leaves them wanting more. However, there is also the concept of
pretended heroism. What Is a Hero Essay? But what really is a hero? In addition to his incredible personal
qualities, he also has amazing gadgets, like boomerangs, the Batmobile, and smoke bombs, to help him
achieve justice on the streets of Gotham. Then our moms, dads, grandparents, sisters and brothers and even
our pets became our heroes. Probably, yes. A heroic act is not a goal in itself, but the result of well-considered
actions and courage. A hero can be someone who gave up his or her life so another could live. If people make
a strong positive impact on your live, they are already your personal heroes. Every person can be a hero: your
high school teacher, your neighbor or a mail carrier. But one man has dedicated his life to ridding the streets of
evildoers, making the city safe for its citizensâ€”Batman. These are just two ways to make your hero essay
more nuanced. So, what is a hero essay? But sometimes a hero can be a teacher or a school counselor. Single
mothers who deny themselves food and clothes to send their children to college, couples who adopt children, a
person who donates his kidney to save the brother, children who put their careers on hold to take care of their
sick parents, people who sacrifice their dreams to support the loved ones, cancer patients who continue to fight
for their life â€” these are the examples of heroes around us. A lot of times heroes talk about being scared at
the time but that they had some type of super human strength or will that allowed them to act like or helped
them do what they had to do. To bring your hero to life on the page, it also helps to have examples or
anecdotes of those qualities. In The Matrix, Neo, an average hacker, who might not be seen as a hero in the
first place will soon show all characteristics to become one. Heroes motivate us. Or, you can order your own
essay on any topic you need from the Order section of our web-site. Brave men are skilled and convinced To
rush into places where people are afraid to dart away, certain talent and self-assurance are needed. It can be
your bus driver, schoolteacher or a mail carrier. Those who are engaged in saving others throughout their
living for example, professional firefighters or nurses in palliative care institutions necessarily possess several
significant character qualities - like empathy, caring and the desire to live up to the ethical code. They love the
feeling to help other people and try not to miss the opportunity to be useful and sympathetic. I believe a hero
to be anyone who possesses the qualities of a hero: courageous, perseverant and compassionate â€” all of
which Abraham Lincoln perfectly demonstrates. A hero is a person who is able to help another in various
ways. History knows many examples of how persistent and strong-spirited people sacrificed themselves,
deliberately getting involved into desperate ventures and accomplishing great feats. Popular Essays. Maybe
one day someone will call you his hero. On the same note, pick qualities that people might not expect. The
heroes make us find and develop our best qualities and share our experience with other people who need it.
Before we get started on how to make your hero essay awesome, we first must answer the question what is a
hero essay? The key is to write a complete story that clearly depicts your hero.


